Abbreviations and Other Technical Notes

Most of the journals cited in the footnotes are given their full titles. However, there are two exceptions:

*REB – Revista Eclesiástica Brasileira*
*PerspTeol – Perspectiva Teológica*

All use of emphasis in quotations is taken over from the sources I cite. All translations into English are my own, unless otherwise noted. When working with Clodovis Boff, I have used the Portuguese text of *Teologia e Prática* (which I abbreviate as *TeP*) and translated it where necessary, but give references also to the English translation (*Theology and Praxis*, which I indicate simply as *ET*). In one or two cases, where the translation is open to question, I give phrases in the original language. My general intention has been to render texts into relatively fluent English.

Literature is cited fully on its first use in each chapter, and by shorter forms thereafter. With one or two minor exceptions (works indirectly referred to by authors I am citing), all works cited in the footnotes are also given in the bibliography. For all website addresses beginning www., I have removed the preceding http://. Internet references are cited in the bibliography under the name of the author in the normal order of name, and where possible I have tried to give details of printed versions of the same material.